Introduction.
An ordinal X is termed a root of an ordinal A of index B if XB = A. In §2 of this paper we employ the Cantor normal form1 of an ordinal and make extensive use of a result of Sherman's, [3, Theorem 2.1 ], to determine necessary and sufficient conditions for one ordinal to be a root of another. By means of these conditions it is shown that the set of roots of an ordinal is a closed set (that is, it contains the least upper bound of each subset of it), and thus that two ordinals either have no root in common or a greatest common root. Also an immediate consequence of these conditions is the known result [l, p. 191, (13) , Theorem] that an ordinal has an infinite number of roots if and only if it is indecomposable. 2 We also give necessary and sufficient conditions for an ordinal to have a greatest root less than itself.
In §3, we use results of Jacobsthal [l and 2] to prove a theorem of which the fact that the set of left factors of an ordinal is closed (proved by other methods in [3] and [6] ) and our result in §2 that the set of roots of an ordinal is closed are simple corollaries. Although the proof in this section is shorter than that in §2, the method used in §2 has the advantage of giving additional information concerning the roots of an ordinal, and it further demonstrates the usefulness of the Cantor normal form as a tool in investigations of this sort.
§4 is concerned with the decomposition of an ordinal into the product of prime factors. An ordinal is prime if it is not the product of two ordinals less than itself. It is known [l, p. 183, (17) , Theorem] that an ordinal is prime if and only if it is one of the following: a prime integer, one greater than a transfinite indecomposable ordinal, an indecomposable power of w. An ordinal can be written as the product of a finite number of prime factors, but this representation is not always unique. Sieczka [4] and Jacobsthal [l, p. 184, Theorem] showed that every ordinal has a unique prime factorization provided that certain additional conditions are satisfied by the factorization. We give some alternative additional conditions that insure the uniqueness of the prime factorization.
The prime factorization satisfying these conditions has the possible advantage of using the minimum number of factors.
2. Powers and roots of ordinals. Throughout this section we let A= XXoa>a(i,a<>0, «(0)~ JXoU^c, or 0, X= YX-^{i)bi> 1, and B =<r-\-n}zl, where a is a limit ordinal or 0 and n is a non-negative integer.
We shall define three types of ordinals A. The definitions will be so made that an ordinal will have a root less than itself if and only if it is of at least one of the three types. The division of such ordinals into types is strictly formal and is only necessary so that the statements of theorems concerning conditions for one ordinal to be a root of another will not become overly involved.
A is of type I if: 1. s = 0.
2. a0 is an integral power, greater than the first, of an integer greater than 1, and/or a(0) >0.
A is of type II if 5<0 and if there exist an integer j, O^j^r, and a factor pj of Cj such that:3 1. j>0 and/or pj>Cj.
(o>^Pj+ ZU+i«>T
It is noted that the integer / described for type II is not unique; namely, let A = uw2+2-\-(*>"2+1. Then / could be either 0 (in which case pj could be taken to be 1) or 1 (in which case pj could be taken to be 2). is an example of an ordinal of type III. In this case_/ = l, m = 2, and n = 2.
Condition (5) for type III implies that the integer / described for that type is unique. However, m and n are not uniquely determined; namely let A =wt+us+u1+w+l.
Then j = 0 and both m and n could be 2 or m could be 1 and n could be 4. It is noted that A could be of both types II and III; namely, let Proof of (1) . (1) (It is easily verified that co is a left factor of every limit ordinal.) If X^u, m = 0, and n>0, then (w<s<0>&o)s = w<'(0)'B&o is of type I.
If X^a and B = <r, then (zZto ^{i)bi)B = a)*<0" is of type I.
Proof of (2). In the proof of (2) and in further proofs we shall make use of [3, Theorem 2.1 ] which states that a necessary and sufficient condition that an ordinal Y be a left factor of an ordinal D= zZi-o uHi)di is that either 0< F<co«<*> or Y = ws<''>ey-f-Zw+i w8(<)d<, where ej is a factor of ds and O^j^k. The fact that a(s) =ß(0)(B-l)+ß(s) implies that a(s) >ß(0)(B-l).
Therefore condition (2) for type II is satisfied. Proof of (3). Since a([k -1 ]wi-f-i) = a(&w) +ß(i) for l^ig« and 1 ^i^m -1, if w> 1, it is seen that condition (6) for type III is satisfied. Conditions (7) and (8) are easily verified to be satisfied.
Theorem 2. Let A be of type I. Then X is a root of A if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 1. Xn = do, where n is a non-negative integer, and X < co.
2. 0<ß(Ö)<a^r\ifa0 = l.
3. ß(0) >0, m = 0, b0 = a0, ß(0) =u^i)pj+ JZl-j+i »1,y)«> where ps is a factor of c, and 0 £j = r.
If (1) is satisfied, the index B = Zl=o a>1+1,(<)e< + w. If (2) is satisfied, B = zZi=o w_7'+7(<)c,-, where r is the degree of ß(0) (that is, the greatest ordinal that appears as an exponent of w in the Cantor normal form of
Proof. Assume that (1), (2), or (3) is satisfied. Then using the corresponding value given for B, one can verify by direct computation that XB = A. Now assume that XB=A and that 5^1. (If 73 = 1, (1) or (3) is seen to hold.) The proof of (1) of Theorem 1 implies that if X is an integer,
(1) must be satisfied. If /3(0)>0, then the proof of (1) of Theorem 1 implies that either Oo = l and /3(0) is a left factor of a(0) leaving a quotient that is a limit ordinal or that m = 0, ao = bo, and ß(0) is a left factor of a(0) leaving a quotient that is not a limit ordinal. In the first case, [ 1. m = s, b( = ai for O^i^s. 2. 0(0) -(ü''u)pj+ zZt-j+i wT(i>c,-, where j and pj satisfy the requirements for the integers j and pj described for type II.
3. ß(k) = -0(0)(££o co-^+^'c+cy/^-!)+«(*)/or 0<£=S»w. 7/ (1), (2), and (3) are satisfied, then the index B = X)<=o w~T(fl+7(0*;< Proof. Assume that (1), (2), and (3) are all satisfied. Then using the value given for B, one can verify by direct computation that XB = A. Now assume that XB -A and that By^l. Then by Theorem 1, X is a limit ordinal and m>0. By the proof of (2) of Theorem 1, it is seen that (1) . is satisfied and that 0(0) is a left factor of a(0) leaving a quotient that is not a limit ordinal. Hence [3, Theorem 2.1 ] implies that 0(0) =a)t(''py+ zZt-j+i w7(i)c,-, where pj is a factor of Cj and Q^j^r, and that B has the value as stated in our theorem. Since 2. 0(0) =o)yU)pj+ zZi-j+i «t(*c<i "where j is the unique integer satisfying the requirements for the integer j described for type III. If A" satisfies these seven conditions, the index B = zZ*~o u>7?ii)+ri9ci +n.
Proof. Assume that the conditions (1) through (7) are satisfied. Using the value given for B, one can compute XB. The normal form for Xs will be that stated in the proof of (3) Since 73>1, j>0, and/or m<s. Since ß(0)(B-k) =a(km) for 0g£ §1« -1, by direct computation it is observed thata(^w) = zZft-o w7(,)Ci +co7(,,c/,* + zZi=j+i «7<<)Ct for these values of k, where Cj,k = pj(n -k). Since ß(0)(B -n) = a(s), direct computation shows that j is the unique integer described for type III.
The proof of (3) of Theorem 1 implies that if m > 1, ß(i) = -a(km) +<*([k -1 ]m+*) for 1 and and also that (6) and (7) must hold. These facts together imply that m satisfies the requirements of the integer m described for type III. Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 7, since the intersection (if not void) of the two sets of roots of two given ordinals will contain its least upper bound, which will be therefore the greatest common root of the two ordinals.
Ordinal functions. We begin this section by giving a few definitions and results from [l] and [2]. Following Jacobsthal
[l], we let ßo be a fixed ordinal and we let correspond to each ordinal a^p\> an ordinal w(a) having the property that if a>a'^/30, then w(a) >w(a'). Now let £0 and 770 be two fixed ordinals. We let correspond to each pair of ordinals £=^|o, n^rja an ordinal g(£, n) having the property that g(%, n) >£. Jacobsthal proved [l, Theorem II] that corresponding to given functions w{a) and g(£, n) there is a fixed ordinal X and a function f(a, ß) defined for a^X, jS^l with the properties:
1. /(a, 1) = w(a).
2. f(a,ß_ + l)=g(f(a, ß),a). 3 . f(a, ß) = \lmßf(a, ß), if ß is a limit ordinal and ß on the right side of equation (3) runs through all ordinals ß<ß = \xm ß.
The function g is called the stem function off. A function defined as / is called a C-function. Throughout this section, w(a) will denote a function defined as is the function w(a) of [l, Theorem II], / will denote the corresponding C-function, and g will denote the stem function off. Whenever the symbol/(a, ß) is used, it will be assumed that /3=1 and that a^X, where X is the ordinal X described in [l, Theorem II] . It also will be assumed that g satisfies the following
• See also [l, p. 191, (13), Theorem].
condition: Condition A. If £^£'^£0 and rj>r)'^r)o, then g(£, y)>g(£', n') and g(£, g') Theorem 9. Letf(a, l)=a, and let g-f\ be a C-function satisfying the condition fj (Ji(a, ß), y) =/i(a, fx(ß, y) ). Then for fixed y, the set of all solutions a of the equation f (a, ß)=y is either vacuous or closed.
Proof. Let Z be the set of all solutions a of the equation f(a, ß) =y, and let Zi be any subset of Z. We assume that Zi is not vacuous. Let 5 be the smallest ordinal that is greater than or equal to every ordinal in Zi. Suppose that 8 is not in Z.
Let a be the smallest ordinal satisfying the equation f(a, a) =y, for a in Z\. Let r be the smallest ordinal in Z\ satisfying the equation f(r, a) =y.
[l, Theorem III] states that if ß>ß', then/(a, ß)>f{a, ß') and therefore that if f(a, ß)>f(a, ß'), then ß>ß'. [l, Theorem VII] states that if a^a', then/(a, ß)^f(a', ß), and if f(a, ß)=f(a', ß) for a>a', then ß is a limit ordinal. Consequently it is seen that for a>T in Zi, f(a, <r)=y. Since according to our supposition there is no greatest element in Zi, [l, Theorem VII] also implies that a is a limit ordinal.
Jacobsthal proved in [2, Theorem VIII] that under the hypotheses of our theorem, if a is a fixed limit ordinal, then the set of all ordinals a satisfying the equation/(a, a) = 7 has a limit ax, and the equation f(oci, o~\)=y has a solution <ri. According to our supposition a^h. Hence 5<«l, and there exist two ordinals, a' and a", such that a'<h<a" and such that f(a', a)=f(a", cr)=y. But then it follows from [l, Theorem VII] that/(5, <r) =7. This gives us a contradiction to our supposition.
The following corollary has been proved elsewhere by other meth- Proof. Let g(a, ß) =fi(a, ß) =aß, and let/(a, ß) =a». We prove another result of which [6, Lemma] is a corollary.
Theorem 10. Letf satisfy the condition g(f(a, ß),f(a, n)) -f(oc, ß + n) for finite n. Let a be a fixed ordinal and r a fixed limit ordinal. If p is a solution of the equation g(5, 0) =f(o-, t) and if 8<f(<r, t), then P^/(o-, w). Proof. This is an immediate consequence of [2, Theorem VI], which states that under the hypotheses of the corollary, it follows that g(J(a, ß),f(a, y)) =/(«, ß+y).
Corollary 2. Let p be a remainder greater than 0 of ar, where r is a limit ordinal. Then p 5t aw. Since the quotient in each case again is not a limit ordinal and since prime factorization of integers is unique, a simple induction argument shows that the prime factorization of A is unique. It is easily seen that the number of prime factors is 5 + 2~l'-o Tfai)-Lemma. Let an ordinal greater than 1 be indecomposable and not prime. Then it can be decomposed uniquely into the product, P1P2, of two prime factors if the following additional condition is imposed: QPz<P\P2for every prime ordinal Q that is less than Pi.
Proof. Let A be greater than 1, indecomposable, and not prime. Then the proof of [3, Theorem 2.1] implies that A can be decomposed into the product, Q1Q2, of two prime factors only if Q2 is equal to w raised to the power co7"0. Let Qi = of or w" + l. Then Q1Q2 is equal to w raised to the power /i + w7(r). QiQ2=A if and only if ju + &>7(r) = Zl-o «7(,)c,-; that is,n = S+v, where 5= zZ't-l ui<t>ci+w''M(ct-l), and 0^77<w7(r). Hence our lemma is proved. In fact, P2 is equal to u raised to the power co7(r), and Pi = w* if 5 is indecomposable, and Pi = ws+1 if 5 is decomposable.
Theorem 12. A can be factored uniquely into the product, P1P2 • • • , of a finite number of prime ordinals if the following conditions are imposed:
1. The number, r{A), of prime factors is the minimum into the product of which A can be decomposed.
2. If P2 is a limit ordinal, then QP2<P\Pifor every prime ordinal Q that is less than P\. Proof. If A is not a limit ordinal, the results follow from Theorem 11 and its proof. Now let a(s) be greater than 0. By [3, Theorem 2.1], the only possible prime left factors of A are those prime ordinals less than or equal to «"(,). If Q\ is a prime left factor of A and if A =QiB, then B= £*»o where ß(s) f;0. Hence in order to factor A into the product of a finite number of prime factors, A must be factored as Qi ' ' " Qn zZi-o w*Ci)a-,-, where ^(5) = 0 and n is a positive integer, and Qi • • • f2n = w"(,). To factor A into the product of the minimum number of prime factors, n must be made a minimum.
If a(s) is indecomposable, n will equal 1 if and only if we take Q\ equal to uaM. Then A = wa(,) zZ'-o w-"(*)+a(i)a, = w«(,)C. Since, by Theorem 11, C has a unique prime factorization, the factorization of A satisfying the required conditions is unique, and t(A) =s+l + Z?-ot(o<).
